
AtHebrew Public  we provide our 
students with an exemplary education 
and unforgettable life experiences. Our 
first-ever Eighth Grade Capstone Trip to 
Israel in November 2017 will give young  
scholars from Hebrew Language Academy 
in Brooklyn and Hatikvah International 
Academy in East Brunswick an opportu-
nity to deepen their connection with  
the country they have studied for years.  
Students will visit Israel’s historical  
sites and natural wonders, meet with  
Israeli peers and business leaders, and  
put their Modern Hebrew language  
skills to work. 

the program     
For this inaugural trip to Israel, students will be  
involved in the process from beginning to end:
Prior to the trip students will:
•	Plan portions of the trip
•	Participate in a rigorous selection process,  

which will require them to research and  
explore Israel’s culture and history

•	Hone their leadership  
skills by raising funds to contribute to the  
cost of their trip

During the trip students will:
•	Visit the country’s historic sites and natural 

wonders 
•	Meet their Israeli peers 
•	Learn about innovations in high tech and  

agriculture
•	Document and share their experiences

Upon returning, students will act as ambassadors 
by sharing their experiences with the student and 
parent communities.
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Hebrew Public
Capstone Trip to Israel

“If I could go to Israel, it would be 
an amazing chance to experience 

the language and culture
we study every day.”  

- Nellie Podokshik



fostering global citizenship
Global citizenship is a pillar of the Hebrew  
Public mission. The trip will expose students to 
a different culture and teach them to investigate 
the world around them. In addition to the trip’s 
academic	and	linguistic	benefits,	students	will	
have a truly unforgettable experience that will 
inform their perspective of our globalized world, 
and nurture their connection to Israel and its 
people for a lifetime.  

giving opportunities
We are seeking funding to provide student  
scholarships and make this trip a reality for all 
students who are interested in participating.  

The cost of the trip is $4,500 per student.  
This covers all expenses including food, lodging, 
airfare, transportation, tours and security.   

our funding partners
Many thanks to those who have already pledged 
resources to help make our inaugural Israel trip 
a reality:
•	 Galishoff Family
•	 Marom Group Foundation
•	 Shirley and Yossi Sagol 

about Hebrew Public 
Our mission is to build a movement of academ-
ically rigorous dual-language charter schools 
across America that teach children of all  
backgrounds	to	become	fluent	and	literate	 
in Modern Hebrew and prepare them to be  
productive global citizens. 
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Contact Valerie Khaytina at Valerie@hebrewcharters.org, 212-792-6292 for additional information.

“I want to learn about Israeli places and its environment and how 

it’s special and unique in different ways. It would be great to have 

another experience with my classmates. Every experience is  

different because you can always learn more.” - Maya Madar

“I would love to see a lot of places 
 in Israel such as Eilat, Jerusalem,

 and maybe even the Kinneret River.  
I would also like to visit Old Akko.”  

– Ariel Mulkin


